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more than a human being, a man like other men. Evemerus ushered
in the age of scepticism to Pagan mythology as did Paine and
Voltaire to Christian theology. He put a check on god-making, so
much so that after his time we find only two new gods, Apollonius
and Christ, both produced in the first century of the Christian era.
Hippocrates. The first man we would call by the name "doctor". He
approached the cure of disease in a truly scientific manner. By the
3rd century B.C. anatomy had revealed something of the workings
of the human body and under the direction of two famous
anatomists, Herophilus and Erasistratus, surgery was becoming a
science. However, the Christian belief in the resurrection of the body
brought investigation to an end until the 17th century, because to
tamper with a corpse would mean that a mutilated body would arise
on the resurrection day.
When Christianity rose to power in the 4th century, Pergamon
and all the other Greek and Roman hospitals and sanatoria were
destroyed by Christian fanatics, their doctors and healers being
massacred or exiled. From that time onwards Christians paid their
priests to pray the devils out of them, and teach them falsehoods
about the wonders Christianity had done for humanity.
Only this, they claimed, had brought light to a world living in
darkness and wickedness, but now we know that this religion
destroyed all that was good in "paganism" and gave in exchange
nothing new of any value.
King Herod died. How could he order the massacre of the infants if
he was dead? Would the Romans allow a puppet King to carry out
such a crime?
The Census of Caesar Augustus is a historical fact. This took place ten
years after the death of Herod, in whose reign Matthew and luke state
that Jesus was born. No Roman census would make people travel back
to the place they came from. Only people quite ignorant of Roman rule
could believe such impossible stories. To try to get a balanced view I
have written many letters to theologians asking for their comments
on all the controversial points raised in this paper. The silence has
been deafening except for a Baptist minister who thought the
anomaly about King Herod was because of confusion when the
Christian calendar was drawn up at the beginning of the eighth
century. He also thought the massacre of ·the infants was a small
localized event and therefore did not come to the attention of the
historians.
St. Augustine was born.
Malcolm Muggeridge and many other highly respected broadcasters
and writers are always full of praise for this man. One can only
conclude that they have not read Paul Johnson's 'A History of
Christianity' 1976. This is what this Christian historian says about the
most famous early Church father:"Augustine was the dark geniUS." "Inspired by Augustine." (The
Imperial army persecuted the Donatist Church, unorthodox Christians)
"The Donatist Church was broken by force." (This was one of the 156
Christian sects I have mentioned previously) "There were many cases
of mass suicide." "Augustine watched the process dry-eyed." "State
torture ..... was in fact employed whenever the State willed."
"Augustine said, 'If the state used such methods for its own purposes,
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was not the Church entitled to do the same and more"for its own far
greater ones?'. He not only accepted, he became the theorist of
persecution; and his defences were later to be those on which all
defences of the inquisition rested."
luke 14; 23 'Compel them to come in'.
Arthur Findlay says:"like the Nazis, the Church in the 4th century started off its
inglorious career by being organised by a triumvirate made up of
Augustine, Jerome and Ambrose, who launched the Christian
totalitarian form of rule on Christendom. The malignant part played
by them, in using every priestly invention to strangle all freedom of
thought, will some day be appreciated, when they will come to be
looked upon as unscrupulous tyrants of the worst type..... They
were paralleled in our own times by the Nazi triumvirate in
Germany, Hitler, Goebbels and Himmler. They managed to maintain
a strangle-hold over the German people, the only difference being
that the Christian grip lasted 150 times longer. Augustine, the
intolerant ruthiess aggressor, corresponds to Hitler; Goebbels, the
liar and falsifier of the truth, to Jerome; and Ambrose, the inquisitor,
to the cruel and calculating Himmler." .
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Jesus's birthday was decided as 25th December, the same as the sungod Mithra (winter solstice) and many other saviour-gods.
The Crusades begin. Arthur Findlay says:"This conflict was not against the things that are evil, not against
cruelty,
poverty,
crime,
injustice,
intolerance
and
all
unrighteousness, but against a nation of unbelievers in the Holy
Trinity which was in possession of a piece of ground wherein
Helena, the mother of Constantine, said the body of a member of
that Trinity was buried. Her information was valueless, as it had been
obtained by means of bribery and corruption. No one has the faintest
idea where the body of Jesus was burled. The whole extraordinary
story of his burial and resurrection being the repetition of an ancient
myth, belonging to earlier saviour-god religions."
The massacres by the Crusaders are well known and modern
theologians now condemn them as they do the killings of the
Spanish inquisition. But how many people know about:
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The Children's Crusade? One of the worst crimes ever perpetrated
by the fanatics in Rome. 50,000 little boys and girls were brought to
Marseilles and ports in Italy. Few of the children ever returned from
this insane expedition. Thousands died of disease. Many were
captured and made slaves.
The Crusade against the unorthodox Christians of Southern France.
(Cathars or Albigense people mentioned by Carl Sagan in 'Cosmos').
Pope Innocent Ill's army, led by Saint Dominic, massacred hundreds
of thousands of men, women and children. Remember, nobody but
priests could read and write, not even the kings. They all took the
priest's word that it was their God's wish to kill all heretics. If any
souls are going to rot in 'Hell', perhaps the souls of these priests
stand a good chance.
The most famous 'witch' Joan of Arc was burnt at the stake. It is
estimated that the Christians tortured to death, burnt or drowned
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250,000 so<alled witches. We now know they were mediums.
People with the wonderful gift of being able to communicate with
others who are living In the etheric world. The tragedy is that
mediumship is an inherited gift, like music. This is the reason why
there are so few outstanding mediums today.
Invention of printing. A dagger into the heart of Christendom. From
this date onwards Europe and the world have gradually freed
themselves from the curse of priestcraft. Even the priests could not
kill fast enough to keep up with the printing presses.
Conquest of Constantinople. Latin and Greek classics, which had
been banned by the Catholic Church, were again read,.
It is inconceivable in our more enlightened days, but nevertheless
true, that when the Church was supreme all learning, apart from
knowledge of the scriptures, was looked upon as heresy and sin.
William Tyndale put to death by strangling, his body then being
burned at the stake. His crime was to translate the New Testament
and Pentateuch into English.
Copernicus proved that the sun did not go round the earth every day
(same as Aristarchus In 280 B.C. whose work had been destroyed by
the Christians). His findings were not published until he was on his
death bed, for fear of the Church's wrath. Later Galileo was tried
and punished because Church lore holds that the sun circles the
earth. Galileo was made to recant under the threat of imprisonment
and torture.
Cranmer's thirty-nine articles of religion adopted. Every Church of England
priest from that day to this has sworn before God that he believes every
one of these assertions. These have got to be seen to be believed.
Paul Johnson in 'A History of Christianity' says:"The Jesuit priest Alessandro Valignano made the following
statement:'We have no jurisdiction whatsoever in Japan. We cannot compel
them to do anything they do not wish to do. We have to use pure
persuasion and force of argument. They will not suffer being slapped
or beaten, or imprisonment, or any of the methods commonly used
with other Asian Christians. They are so touchy they will not brook
even a single harsh or impolite word.'"
If only the Central and South Americans had been as strong as the
Japanese. If the highly advanced Aztec and Inca civilisations had not
been totally destroyed by the Christian barbarians, they could have
developed into one of the world's leading nations, making a
significant contribution to science and philosophy in the twentieth
century.
Thirty years war in Germany. Protestants v Roman Catholics. It is
estimated that the population fell from twenty million to six million,
as the huge mercenary armies roamed over the countryside, living
off the land. If there is any truth in what has been written so far, all
this killing was over nothing at all. Arthur Findlay chose a superb
title for his "banned" history of mankind, "The Curse of Ignorance".
Winstanley builds first lighthouse (Eddystone). Before he could start
work on this he had to fight the opposition of Trinity House, which
was founded by Henry VIII for the purpose of accommodating the
16

The Nicene creed was altered by the Council. Emperor Theodosis decreed
that all who did not accept the new Nicene creed were to be considered as
traitors to the state and liquidated, c;lnd this is exactly what happened right up to
the last century. Religious history is a tale of Imprisonment, banishment and
slaughter. Priests everywhere were appointed as informers, to become known as
Inquisitors of the Faith. Heretics, Jews and witches, all in fact who did not
conform to the orthodox teaching of the Church, were slaughtered, and the roll
of victims runs into millions.
Gibbon, the historian, in 'The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire' making
use of the figures supplied by Eusebius A.D. 265-340 (the early Christian
historian) which would certainly not err on the side of under-estimation,
computes that in all the persecution of the Christians by the Pagans a number not
greatly exceeding two thousand suffered death. He contrasts this with the
millions who were put to death by the Christian Church as heretics and ih
consequence of religious wars throughout the Christian era. This historian, for
instance, refers to the fact that during the reign of Charles V over one hundred
thousand victims perished In the Netherlands alone In consequence of Christian
persecution, and that this is only a small fraction of the sum total of victims who
fell before the ferocity of the Christian Church throughout its reign as Dictator of
Christendom.

THE COUNCIL OF EPHESUS A.D. 431
A resolution was carried at this Council that Mary conceived Jesus as a result
of the action of the Holy Ghost, and that she was the mother of God. This
decision in time raised another problem, as to how Jesus could be born without
sin from a human mother. This was eventually rectified in '845 when the Pope
announced that Mary was also born as a result of the action of the Holy Ghost.

THE COUNCIL OF TOLEDO A.D. 589
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It was decided here that the Holy Ghost proceeded from the Father and
from the Son. This was not adopted until '054. This decision split the Christian
Church in two.
The Latin word 'filioque' meaning 'and from the Son' was added to the
creed. This innocent little word was to cause the death of countless people.
WESTERN ................................. CATHOLIC
EASTERN .................•.•••.......... ORTHODOX
The Eastern Orthodox Church would not accept that the Holy Ghost came
from the son.
4th
century
B.C.

Evemerus (or Euhemerus) expressed the opinion that the gods of
mythology had once been men; a slow but steady awakening had
taken place. The people were coming to realise the folly and
absurdity of the beliefs of their ancestors. Evemerus did to Greek
mythology what Thomas Paine and Voltaire did to Christian
theology when they startled the religious world, at the end of the
eighteenth century, with the assertion that Jesus had never been
13

Our ancestors were not qualified to invent a religion. There is a power in the
universe that creates galaxies and puts life onto planets, but the nature of this
power is completely beyond the comprehension of our most brilliant scientists
and philosophers, who have the benefit of the accumulated knowledge of
mankind.
A number of professors who worked on the Plowden report suggested that
instead of one religion being given in schools, as a historical fact, philosophy
should be taught incorporating all the world's religions, together with the
conclusions of ancient, but more importantly, contemporary philosophers.
It is obviously not possible to list all the evidence that non-Christian
historians have gathered, but the following dates and Christian Councils are
important.
In the fourth century it is estimated that there were 156 dIfferent Christian
sects all insisting that their ideas were correct. The Roman Emperor decided that
an aIJ-embracing doctrine had to be formulated. All the bishops were ordered to
attend the Council of Nicaea.

1766

it

1798
1807

THE COUNCIL OF NICAEA A.D. 325
Arguably, A.D 325 is the most important date in the history of human
development, because from this meeting of ignorant priests came the tragedy
entitled 'Christian Civilisation' which eventually embraced a third of mankind.
No decision, no battle, no edict ever had.such an effect on history, as had the
majority decision of this council. It is not difficult to understand why, even today,
Christian historians avoid this date like the plague.
It was ordered by Emperor Constantine 'The Great', a most unsavoury
character. The encyclopedia says he murdered his son, his wife and later a
nephew. At Nicaea the Christian belief was at long last defined and put into
words. New words were employed for old theological ideas, which for centuries
had been used in pagan theology. Christians now knew for what their faith
stood in the opinions of the Emperor and the majority of the bishops. What came
to be called Catholic (all-embracing) Christianity was now formulated and
definitely established as the State Church of the Roman Empire. All who did not
accept the Nicaean definition were banished or put to death.
What qualifications did these men, living in the fourth century, have for
making this tragic decision? Surely any cone/usions put forward by men who
thought the sun circled a flat earth and that Jerusalem was the centre of the
universe, must be looked into very carefully before they are believed? Briefly,
Jesus was officially elevated to the position of pagan saviour-god and a member
of a trinity of gods, an ancient Egyptian belief.
Arthur Findlay writes in his book 'The Curse of Ignorance':"A careful study of the history of Christian Civilisation reveals the terrible
conditions in which the people lived, but where in any history book do we find a
finger pointing to the event which brought about .this state of affairs? That is the
decision reached at The Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325, which raised the Christian
Church to the position of the State Church of the Roman Empire. This was the
greatest and most tragic event in history. Instead of the world being guided by
the thoughts of the great philosophers of Greece and Rome, its most virile
inhabitants fell under the domination of the hierarchy of ignorant priests - what
became Christendom from that date to the twentieth century. The Greek and
Roman educational system was replaced by theology, and consequently
ignorance took the place of the pursuit of knowledge."
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Trinity brethren, whose duty it was to pray for the souls of all who
were lost at sea. In return for this effort they were given the salvage
of all wrecks around our coast. The more wrecks there were the
more they earned and for this reason they objected to anything
being done to reduce the number.
Chevalier Da La Barre failed to doff his hat in respect while a
religious procession passed through the streets of Abbeville (it was
raining). He was charged and convicted of blasphemy and sentenced
to 'The Torture Ordinary and Extraordinary', his hands to be cut off,
his tongue torn out with pincers, and burned alive. Now that the
people are being told the true nature of Christian civilisation, they
will be able to understand the driving force behind the writings of
Voltaire and Thomas Paine.
Joseph Lancaster started the first school for the children of the poor.
(Secular education)
First Education Bill passed through the House of Commons, but the
bishops in the House of Lords raised so much opposition that it was
thrQwn out. So ended the first attempt by the state to educate its
children.
Of Samuel Whitbread's Education Bill, Davies Giddy M.P. said:"However specious in theory the project might be of giving
education to the labouring classes of the poor, it would be prejudicial
to their morals and happiness; it would teach them to despise their
lot in life, instead of making them good servants in agriculture and
other laborious employments. Instead of teaching them
subordination, it would render them fractious and refractory ... lt
would enable them to read seditious pamphlets; vicious books
and publications against Christianity; it would render them
insolent to their superiors, and in a few years the legislature would
find it necessary to direct the strong arm of power towards them."

1811
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Church of England set up first schools as a rival to Joseph Lancaster's
secular education. Under the direction of a priest named Andrew
Bell. 'The National Society for the Education of the poor in the
Principles of the Established Church'. Bell announced that he did not
desire to instruct the lower classes in the art of writing or arithmetic,
because it would:"Elevate above their station those who were doomed to the
drudgery of daily labours."

1835

Sir Henry Rawlinson deciphers the old Babylonian language

showing the Babylonians had a story very similar to Jesus connected
with their saviour-god Bel, well over one thousand years B.C. Only
Son of God; second in a Trinity of Gods; virgin mother; performed
miracles; killed by angry priests; suffered for the sins of humanity;
reappeared again from the dead; ascended to heaven; will return
again tojudge.
1844

Unitarians able to possess legally their own places of worShip.
Unitarians do not recognise the decision of Nicaea, where the
Egyptian idea of Trinity of gods was incorporated into the Christian
religion.

1850 to

Four separate bills to establish state education were defeated
17

1855

1859

because of religious opposition. The clergy knew that once the
people could read and write and think for themselves, it would be
the beginning of the end of their supernatural religion.
Darwin's 'Origin of Species' published. A very large nail in the
coffin.

theolo~ians'

1867

Reform Bill. Robert Lowe, then vice-president of the education
department, speaking against the Bill said:" ... working men as such ought to be excluded from the franchise on
account of their moral and intellectual unfitness."
Thus the education of the 'lower orders' was for a long time decided
by what the people in power thought they ought to need, namely
hard work, strict discipline, subordination to their betters, and
Christian humility.

1870

Drawing and quartering abolished in Britain, the prisoner before·then
having his entrails cut out, while he was alive, and burned in his
presence, a relic of the time when the mind was believed to be
centred in the bowels, Which were burned for the purpose of its
destruction.

1876

Primary education at school became compulsory. But lack of schopl
buildings meant that many remained illiterate, and fifteen years had
still to pass before it became free.

1880's

Uster's discoveries in antiseptics were fought. Also the clerics said he
was proposing anaesthetics as a decoy of Satan, I
"robbing God of the deep earnest cries of pain that should arise to
Him in time of trouble."
This also highlights the danger in many ancient religious rites. Before
this knowledge reached them, the Jews circumcised male babies and
the Moslems female babies, completely oblivious of the dangers of
blood poisoning.

1886

Charles Bradlaugh, an avowed atheist, permitted to take his seat in
Parliament after a long and bitter struggle.

1898

The Reverend Denis Kemp, from the Wesleyan Gold Coast mission,
asserted, in his book "Nine Years at the Gold Coast".
"1 should consider myself worse than despicable if I failed to declare
my first conviction that the British army and navy are today used by
God for the accomplishment of His purpose."
At school we are only taught of the good done by Christian
missionaries, but the whole story is a tale of unimaginable cruelty.
The Christians seriously believed that because the natives did not
know about their God, they had no chance of reaching heaven.
Therefore, many thought any method of conversion was preferable
to the native's soul rotting in Hell.

1902

Act passed to make secondary education compulsory.

1951

Act of Parliament passed removing mediums from the threat of the
Witchcraft Act 1735.
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Much more in the same strain could be quoted, but this should suffice. What
a contrast to the beautiful and noble sentiments uttered by Marcus AureliUS,
Senaca, and other 'Pagan' philosophers, whom stupid and intolerant Christians
have always classed amongst the damned heathen.
With these Quotations from the Christian Bible fresh in the mind, it is worth
comparing with the following words spoken by a contemporary philospher - a.
man who has tieen likened unto the Devil by leading Churchmen, and whose
teachings, as the law stands at the moment, will never be allowed to be heard' on
television, radio or in the national papers, even though he has written a number
of books.
This is how the philosopher Silver Birch answers the following question:How would you explain God to children?
"That is not a difficult task if the one who is to do the explaining has a clear
conception of the power which is behind all life. For myself, I would point to the
divine artistry of nature's handiwork. I would point to the stars, the diamonds in
the sky~ I would point to the glory of the sun, to the pale reflection of the moon. I
would point to the whispering, murmuring breeze, to the nodding pines. I would
point to the trickling stream and the mighty ocean. I would touch every facet of
nature showing how each is controlled by purpose, by law. I would add that
where man has made any discovery in the field of natural life, he finds it comes
within the orbit of law, that its growth is controlled and regulated, that it is part
of one vast, intricate, .yet harmonious pattern, that order reigns supreme
throughout the vast universe, controlling planets and insects, storms and
breezes, all life, no matter how variegated its expressions may be.
"And then I would say, the mind behind all that, the power that sustains it
all, the force that controls the whole vast panorama of the universe and many
other worlds that you have. not yet seen, is what we call God."
This is how this 'Devil' Birch answers the following question:When is the besftime of day to pray or meditate?
"In the morning, when the sun rises across the hills and birds sing.
"In the silence of the morning and in its beauty, when the dew lies upon the
flower shalt thou come to me and I shall dwell with thee. In the evening when
the lark up in the sky trill forth its last note, for the last time stretch its wing on
high, when the moon shall rise and the sun shall dip beneath the hills in all its
splendour, then in that hour of concentration I will be with thee."
Thankfully the Christians also copied many of the inspired higher teachings
of the early philosophers. However much of the Bible may be examined by its
critics, these magnificent codes of conduct, common to all mankind, will always
come shining through, but when it comes to moral codes of ethics the Greek and
Roman philosophers were in a class of their own, not to mention the far older
teachings accredited to Krishna {The Hindu Christ), Gautama {The Buddha) and
Confucius. Even a cursory glance at classical literature will confirm this. But if
Christians are taught from birth that these people are ignorant pagans,just think
how many have been denied this knowledge.
A person of any race or religion, believer or non-believer, can be loving, kind
and unselfish, and have all the attributes that would come under the heading of
righteous person.
If only Churches and schools would stop threatening that we have no
chance of reaching heaven unless we believe in certain ancient doctrines and
dogma, what power they could have for teaching righteousness to mankind.
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Because the slave traders were brought up in the belief that the Holy Bible
was every word inspired by God, they honestly thought that to enslave negroes
had divine sanction. What could be clearer or more definite than this7:"Both thy bondmen, and thy bondmaids, which thou shalt have, shall be of
the heathen that are round about you; of them shall ye buy bondmen and
bondmaids, Moreover, of the children of the strangers that do sojourn among
you, of them shall ye buy, and of their families that are with you, which they
begat in your land; and they shall be your possession. And ye shall take them as
an inheritance for your children after you, to inherit them for a possession; they
shall be your bondmen forever.
(Leviticus 25; 44-46)
In 1729 there was a pang of conscience, but the Attorney-General and the
Solicitor-General declared that slaves under British bondage anywhere need not
be released when they became Christians.
In 1807 Wilberforce, Fox and others succeeded to abolish slavery. This was
against fierce opposition from the Church. The Pope excommunicated every
Roman Catholic who took a stand for abolition, and ordered every book written
in its favour to be burned. The slave trade is another first class example of the law
of cause and effect. We are now reaping the results of the crop sown by our
ignorant ancestors. Slavery was not completely abolished in the British Empire
until '843. It was in this climate, when little children were hung for petty theft,
that Carl Marx made his protest. To equate his policies today, in a land with
universal suffrage, is an insult to this man.
In the first "Mail on Sunday" one of our country's leading philosophers,
Professor A.J. Ayer, was reported to have described Christianity as morally
outrageous and intellectually contemptible. It is nothing short of scandalous that
our modern philosophers are not allowed to let the majority of the public share
their conclusions. When it comes to the deep fundamental reasons for our
existence on earth the people are only allowed to hear the opinions of ignorant,
ancient simpletons masquerading under the Christian religion. This is a ludicrous
state of affairs and is no doubt the reason why the Law Commission
recommended that the la~ of blasphemous libel should be abolished in the first
place.
Everyone living in Christian countries has been morally retarded by the
complete lack of ethical teaching. It does not help one morally to be living in a
country which reveres a book containing the following instructions:"Thus saith the Lord of hosts (to King Saul) ..... now go and smite Amalek,
and utterly destroy all that they have, and spare them not; but slay both man
and woman, infant and suckling, ox and sheep, camel and ass.
(l Samuel XV, 2-3)
"Break their teeth, 0 God, in their mouth ..... let them be as cut in pieces.
(Psalm 58; 6)
"The righteous shall rejoice when he seeth the vengeance: he shall wash his
feet in the blood of the wicked.
(Psalm 57; 10)
"Happy shall he be that taketh and dasheth thy little ones against the
(Psalm 137; 9)
stones.
"That thy foot may be dipped in the blood of thine enemies. (Psalm 68; 23)
"Let his days be few ..... Let his children be fatherless and his wife a widow.
Let his children be continually vagabonds and beg: let them seek their bread also
out of their desolate places.
(psa.m 109; 8)
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The eminent astronomer Carl Sagan, in his television programme
'Cosmos', criticised Pythagoras and Plato, because they encouraged
the 'god-makers' in believing in an unseen universe. This eventually
resulted in the destruction of the Greek and Roman educational
establishments by the Christian fanatics. This programme was shown
only a few months before Professor F. Reines published his
conclusions agreeing with Pythagoras. That there is indeed a vast
universe that is beyond our physical senses.

Every day we are told by the mass media that it is because of Christianity
that we are such an advanced civilisation. The truth is, it is in spite of
Christianity. It is arguably the greatest curse that has ever hit this planet. The
suppression of knowledge has set us back at least one thousand five hundred
years. Remember that Pythagoras was in the 6th century B.C.
A Christian friend, who is also a lecturer in history, thinks I should see a
psychiatrist. This line of thought must be very familiar to Alexander Solzhenitsyn
and the Russian dissidents in mental institutions. This Is the up-to-date method of
dealing with heretics. At least it makes a change from torture, hanging, drawing
and quartering and burning at the stake.
My learned friend Is quite happy to believe a god in the shape of man, sent
his only son to earth via a virgin's womb and that after being killed he arose in
his old physical body from the grave and a few days later disappeared into the
sky. I will leave readers to decide which one of us needs our minds straightened
out.
Early on in my studies I quickly came to the conclusion that all highly
educated Christians were acting. But I was wrong. Only some are acting; others
seriously believe the Bible is the word of God. It is as if the part of the brain that
deals with logic and reason has been removed. No wonder the modern forces
against freedom have latched onto brainwashing. It really works, especially if it
starts from birth.
Time and again people say to me, "If what you say is true, how can highly
educated people like Malcolm Muggeridge and Enoch Powell be taken in7"
This is because the physical brain is like a computer and the mind is the
programmer. However efficient a computer is, it will always come up with the
wrong answer if it has been incorrectly programmed.
If a baby from birth is told by loving parents that 2 + 2
3 and later at
Sunday School, kindergarten, preparatory school, public school and university
this young mind is again tqld by clever and often highly respected teachers that
2 + 2
3 this - added to the same teaching from the mass media, backed by
the weight of law - is it any wonder that many people, often in very
37
responsible positions, seriously believe that 2 + 2
Many churches, mosques, synagogues, temples and schools, especially in
countries under a totalitarian regime, are nothing more than abattoirs of the
mind, intent on indoctrination rather than teaching righteousness and the pursuit
of truth, knowledge and therefore wisdom. Outside of the few moral codes of
ethics contained in all religions and philosophies, we have nothing to learn from
our ignorant ancestors. We have now entered the scientific age. Never before
have the young people of the world been presented with such an exciting
opportunity to add knowledge to the slough of ignorance inherited from the
past.
When the world's religions were invented, man had no understanding of
nature whatsoever. He had no idea what stars were, hence one being reported
as appearing over a cattle shed at Bethlehem. Our sun alone is equivalent to

=

=

=
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billions of hydrogen bombs exploding 'simultaneously and continuously.
Definitely; not the work of man.
Never believe anything again, without checking the facts very carefully, no
matter how apparently well educated your informants may seem.
The following sentence from Carl Sagan should be written above every
blackboard in the world:-

"'f any man love not the Lord Jesus Christ 'et him be anathema maranatha
(everlastingly cursed by God)
(I Corinthians 16; 22)
Reading this quotation from the Holy Bible, one can begin to understand
why the Spanish were so cruel in America.
", shall give thee the heathen for thine inheritance, and the uttermost parts
of the earth for thy possession. Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron, thou
(Psalm 2; 8-9)
shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's vessel.

"INTEUECTUAL CAPACITY IS NO GUARANTEE AGAINST BEING DEAD
WRONG."
Now I come to the suppression of a vital document - a document so
important that its findings, If published at the time, could have had an effect on
the lives of every man, woman and child in Christendom.
In 1938 the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr. Cosmo Lang, set up a Church
commission to look carefully into the claims of many scientists who were taking a
great interest in psychic phenomena, especially Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver
lodge and the historian and philosopher Arthur Findlay. Is it true, are our 'dead'
loved ones still alive and able to speak to us through a medium?
To Dr. Lang's surprise and consternation the majority of his commission
were in accord with the claims of the psychical researchers.
This is what the Rt. Rev. Mervyn Stockwood, Lord Bishop of Southwark,
writing in 1973, said about this suppressed report:-

Paul copied the following from Paganism, which the writer of the gospel
called John copied from Paul, and put Into the mouth of Jesus.
"Except ye eat the flesh of the Son of Man, and drink his blood, yehave no
life in you.
(John 6; 53)
"Thou shalt not suffer a witch to live. (Exodus 22; 18)..... and their fate
hereafter was Hell. (Gal. 5; 20-2')
So Christians had every reason to believe that In torturing and murdering
'witches' they had the sanction of their God. No other religion has such a terrible
record. 1722 Last 'witch' murdered in Britain. 1836 Last 'witch' murdered in
Germany.

" ..... In the years preceding the war, the Archbishop of Canterbury, Dr.
Cosmo Lang, set up a commission to inquire into these matters. The report of the
commission has never been published. The official reason for this curious fate is
that the war made it Inopportune.
"1 should have thought that the reverse would have beef"! the case. In times
of national emergency, and especially at that time, with the destructive forces of
Adolf Hitler massed against us, men are readier to consider the prospect of death
and what, if anything, may lie beyond. It happened that some years ago I
obtained a copy of the report and, having read it, I believe that the reason for its
non-publication was the timidity of Archbishop Lang and his colleagues. They
preferred to conceal the report rather than face its implications. This timidity is
characteristic not only of churchmen but of many others. They fear that if they
show sympathy, they may be regarded as quacks. I remember a distinguished
physiologist at Cambridge telling me that he would have nothing to do with
psychical research; he refused to read its books, be present at its meetings, or take
part In its tests, as the whole subject was taboo and not intended for serious
minds. I suppose he would have said much the same about landings on the moon
had he lived a hundred years ago."
The reason why the Christian Church is terrified of this Information reaching
the public is because every time anybody from the (lext world speaks to us
through a medium the message is always the same:
"It does not matter In the slightest what you believe, it is how you have
behaved during your short stay on earth that counts."
Is it any wonder the priests are keen to keep this quiet?
What Mervyn Stockwood says about the distinguished physiologist at
Cambridge is worth comparing with another, so<alled, expert's opinion.

The following passage helped a great deal in recruiting for the Crusades. It
also helped Pope Gregory VII (1073-1085) when he Introduced the cruel and
unnatural Church law of celibacy. Maybe the Moonles could make use of It.
"And everyone that hath forsaken houses, or brethren, or sisters, or father
or mother, or wife or children, or lands for my names sake, shall receive an
hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life.
(Matthew 19; 29)
This also brought great wealth to the Church, because they promised to look
after the knight's soul in heaven, just In case he did not return from the Crusades,
so long as his land was left to the Church.

.

Jesus transfers devils from a man into a herd of pigs.
"Then went the devils out of the man, and entered into the swine: and the
herd ran violently down a steep place into the lake, and were choked.
(luke 8; 33)
"Then answered all the people, and said, His blood be on us, and on our
children.
(Matthew 27;25)
This quotation was the main cause of the Christian persecution of the Jews.
They held the Jews responsible for killing their God, culminating in the Nazi
holocaust, when six million Jews were murdered. It is true that the Nazis did not
use the Christian Bible to explain the mass murder of Jews, but it is clear that if
the Church throughout the ages had not Indoctrinated the people against the
Jews, this appalling tragedy might never have taken place.

"The Astronomer Royal announced that talk of space flight was 'utter bilge'.
This was just 18 months before Russia's Sputnik I roared into orbit."
Adrian Berry, Science Correspondent, Daily Telegraph.

Martin Luther, the German Christian hero and founder of the Protestant
movement said In 1543 "The synagogues should be set on fire and Jewish homes
likewise destroyed." At his trial in 1946 the Nazi Jew-baiter, Julius Streicher,
actually claimed that Luther ought to be in the dock.
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misfortune to attend a Christian funeral and see the misery of the mourners will
bear witness tc;> the effect of this cause. If only the Christians had copied one of
the other religions or philosophies that teach our souls are immediately reunited
with our loved ones at so-called death, instead of the terrifying prospect of lying
in peace and rotting in the earth untif an unspecifiedjudgement day. But alas, the
damage was done. Even now people stiff believe in this nonsense.
I have a letter from an Anglican Lord Bishop actually agreeing with me, that
the Christian Funeral Service is hopeless.
I do try and give some comfort to my Christian friends by reminding them
that Jesus was reported to have said on the cross:
"This day you wiff be with me in paradise."
This day, not in a thousand years' time or whenever. I dislike quoting from
the Bible because if you accept the good parts, what about the bad, were these
not also written by God? In the next few pages are listed a number of these
passages. My critics wiff say that they are taken out of context. This argument can
easify be settled by the reader checking each reference.
In Aprif, 1981, 'The Sunday Telegraph' published a Gallup Poll showing that
39% believe the New Testament is of divine authority. 34% believe the Old
Testament to be divine. One can only imagine what these figures would have
been one hundred years ago, bearing in mind that it was compulsory to attend
church services in the early nineteenth century. This law, of course, was
impossible to enforce after the Industrial Revolution, r when hundreds of
thousands flocked to the cities. The following passages, surely inserted by evil
fanatics, are now acutely embarrassing to the Church and are never quoted. This
was not so even a few years ago. These passages were the main weapons of the
priests in keeping their flocks in order, through fear. They were also responsible
for all the torture and kiffing. The Christians seriously believed they were
carrying out their God's instructions. The curse of ignorance is indeed mankind's
greatest enemy.
"But those mine enemies, which would not that I should reign over them,
(Luke 19; 27)
bring hither and slay them before me.
"Think not that I have come to send peace on earth:
I come not to send peace, but a sword. For I have come to set man at
variance against his father, and daughter against her mother, and daughter-inlaw against her mother-in-law.
(Matthew 10; 34)
"If any man ..... hate not his father and mother, and wife and chifdren, and
brethren and sisters, yea, and his own life also, he cannot be mine disciple.
(Luke 14; 26)
"It is more profitable for thee that one of thy members should-perish and not
thy whole body be cast into hell.
(Matthew 5; 29)
"Fear him which is able to destroy both soul and body in Hell.
(Matthew 10; 28)
"If thy hand offend thee, cut if off, it is better for thee to enter into life
maimed than having two hands to go into Hell, Into the fire that never shall be
quenched.
(Mark 9; 43)
"He that believeth, and is baptised, shall be saved, but he that believeth not,
shall be damned.
(Mark 16; 16)
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ARTHUR FINDLAY
A history of mankind written by a British Christian or an Iranian Moslem
would more than likely be a little biased, but until recently most of our history
books, especially those passed by the Establishment as suitable for our schools
and universities, have been written by Christians. Other, more accurate, histories
are now being written, but all too often they ar~ written by highly educated
academics and therefore very difficult for the average person to unde.rstand.
In my possession I have the most exciting, unbiased history of mankind that I
have ever read: "The Curse of Ignorance", by Arthur Findlay. (1947, Psychic
Press). It has taken me two years of constant effort to obtain my own copy. After
a whife I was convinced that this book had been banned by the Establishment.
Imagine my excitement when on page 1111 of volume 1, I read:"Such, however, is stiff its influence (The Church) that this book, which tells
the story of the past honestly and fearlessly, will be kept out of our schools and
universities, and consequently pnly in later life wiff tho~e with enquiring minds
discover the truth."
Although of British birth, Findlay writes as a citizen of the world, holding no
allegiance to any country or creed. His only criterion is righteousness. He writes
in clear, easy to understand English, therefore not excluding the majority of the
population who have not had the opportunity of higher education.
Findlay was a chartered accoun~nt and he applied his accountant's mind to
the monumental task of finding out the truth. Nothing was accepted if it could
not be proved. None of his conclusions cross the laws of nature or modern
science. He dismisses anything supernatural; arguing that nothing is above the
laws of nature. He says that if something happens then it must come within the
laws of nature. Just because we do not understand something, it does not make
it supernatural. Supernormal is a better word. He never believes or disbelieves
anything. If something cannot be proved, then it must be shelved, untif one day
when it can be proved.
Findlay and the early psychical research pioneers have received such a
terrible and successful vitriolic campaign of abuse from the Establishment,
through the mass media, that the modern psychical researchers have had to
invent a whole new vocabulary.
Extra Sensory Perception; Parascience; Parasychology etc.
If for no other reason I hope that this fact alone will make people with
enquiring minds determined to find out what it is about Findlay that has so
frightened the Establishment. Could it possibly be the one thing that frightens all
power blocks most? THE FACT THAT THE GREAT MASS OF PEOPLE MAY FIND
OUT THE TRUTH.
Arthur Findlay's magnificent trifogy "On the Edge of the Etheric", offers
scientific proof of life after death, which is remarkable considering it was written
in the 1930's; 'The Rock of Truth', showing why his findings will be kept from the
people and "The Unfolding Universe", which contains philosophical writing that
can only described as sublime, are all stili in print and obtainable from the local
library or from the Psychic News Bookshop 20, Earlham Street, London WC2H
9LW.
His last and greatest work, "The ~urse of Ignorance", Is out of print and, for
reasons given, almost Impossible to obtain. This must and wiff be rectified, as I
plan to start a fund to have this masterpiece republished. However, this is now
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not quite so urgent, as Paul Johnson in his brilliant book, "A History of
Christianity" (1976), has confirmed nearly all Findlay's uncomfortable facts. He
tells of the almost total destruction of education from the fourth century until the
Renaissance, and he goes into the Christian killings in even greater detail than
Findlay.
Findlay Is not only offering proof of life after death but the reason and
purpose of our short stay on earth. He makes it absolutely clear why it is vital to
obey the moral codes of ethics that run through all philosophies. His proof is
based on scientific facts, not, as the Establishment desperately want people to
believe, on the so-called supernatural. Again the tru~h is completely opposite to
what we have been led to believe. Findlay is the deadly enemy of the
supernatural. It is the Christians who are peddling the supernatural and the
psychical researchers who are investigating the natural. It is criminal that people
should be denied even the chance of deciding for themselves.
If, as we are told, this is a free country, I CHALLENGE THE MEN AND
WOMEN WHO HAVE ACCESS TO THE MASS MEDIA TO PLACE THIS
INFORMATION BEFORE THE PUBLIC.
It will take great courage. because it will eventually mean the end of
organised religion. There will be no more Catholics or Protestants. All Christians,
Jews, Moslems etc., will carry the same label; Freethinkers, students of
philosophy, with open minds; citizens of the world, all subject to the same laws
of nature.
People will be able to check for themselves the seemingly outrageous
statements, contained in this paper. Armed with this information they will be
free to walk Into any reference library and look up, for example, The Council of
Nicaea.
Arthur Findlay, like many great thinkers, was born just a little too soon.
Micro science has now proved that Just because we cannot see something, it
does not mean that it does not exist. The distances and speeds within the atom
are just as staggering as they are in space.
I will never forget Carl Sagan standing in a great reference library,
surrounded by a million books. He said:"In one person's lifetime it is only possible to read this many books."
(pointing to a tiny section). He then looked at the camera and said.
"THE TRICK IS TO READ THE RIGHT BOOKS."
The Oxford Dictionary makes it very clear that a heathen is a person who is
lucky enough not to have been brainwashed by Jewish, Christian or Muslim
priests.
Now we can understand how it was so easy for that Christian gentleman,
Brig. Gen. Reginald Dyer, to order his troops to open fire on a peaceful crowd of
heathen men, women, children and babies at Amritsar in India in 1919. This
highly intelligent, well educated man had been brainwashed from birth into
seriously believing that the Holy Bible Is the word of God. There are many
passages In this dangerous book that unambiguously Instruct believers to kill and
enslave heathens. Dyer must have been deeply shocked to have been courtmartialled. After all, he was only carrying out his God's Instructions. The House
of Lordsjustified Dyer's conduct on the ground that he saved British rule in the
Punjab.
However, this permanently open season on the heathens did not stop the
Jews, Christians and Muslims from killing and enslaving each other all down
through the ages, whenever they got the chance.
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Just because Jesus did not come to the attention of the historians, it does not
mean a man by that name did not exist. If we discount the supernatural

exaggerations, he did nothing to make himself a historical character.

THE GOSPELS
There are no original documents relating to any part of the New Testament.
The four gospels were chosen at the Council of Carthage In A.D. 397. Over
eighty others were rejected (See encyclopedia under Apocryphal). Dr. Wake,
Archbishop of Canterbury (1716-1737) in his book, 'The Apostolical Fathers'
states that there cannot be any doubt that these epistles deliver to us the gospels
of Christ and they ought to be received, if not with equal veneration, at least
with little less respect than the writings contained in the New Testament.
What qualifications did this handful of priests at Carthage have for making
such an important decision? The identities of the writers of the four gospels
chosen are unkown. The first gospel, called 'Mark', scholars date about AD. 90,
'Luke' and 'Matthew' few years later, and 'John', well into the second century.
Professor Harnack, the famous 19th century scholar, discarded the gospel
called John, as a late production and unhistorical. Professor Burkitt, Cambridge
University, writes in his book 'Jesus Christ, An Historical Outline':"The contents of the gospel of John do not seem historical at all and I greatly
doubt whether we can distinguish often in that gospel what Is derived from
tradition and what is derived from imagination."
Quote from James H. Baxter, professor of ecclesiastical history at St.
Andrew's University, In 'Christianity in the Light of the Modern Knowledge'.
"Upon the popular interpretation and practice of Christianity, the effect of
its establishment as the state religion had been profound. If Paganism had been
destroyed, it was less through annihilation than through absorption. Almost all
that was Pagan was carried over to survive under a Christian name. Deprived of
demi-gods and heroes, men easily and half unconSCiously invested a local martyr
with their attributes, and labelled the local statue with his name, transferring to
him the cult and mythology associated with the Pagan Deity. Before the fourth
century was over the martyr-cult was universal.. .. Pagan festivals were renamed,
and Christmas pay, the ancient festival of the sun, was transformed Into the
birthday of Jesus."

...

Why should this information only be available to a small, elite group of
intellectuals? The answer is obvious. Fear' Fear of the wrath and action of the
great multitude of humanity when the truth is known. What right has an
unelected body of people ~o set themselyes up as self-appointed censors,
deciding what we should and should not be told? But the longer the people are
deceived, the greater the reaction. This natural law applies to all totalitarian
regimes and is not only confined to religion.
In the sixth century the four gospels that were chosen at the Council of
Carthage, together with the epistles, became mixed up with the Jewish religion.
In the Old Testament there are thirty-nine separate references to the 'sweet
savour' or savoury dish, which the priests offered of Jehovah. It is a sacrificial
religion. The Vicious God of the Jews now became the God of the Christians.
This ancient, unhlstorlcal record of a very savage, stone-age people was also
claimed to be the word of God. While in captivity In Egypt the Jews copied the
Egyptian belief in the resurrection of the physical body. Those who have had the
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prevailing belief that by eating the sacrificed body, the virtue, the strength or
everlasting life of the victim would be transferred to the communicant. The word
Christ is cannibalistic in origin. The Eucharist (eating the flesh and drinking the
blood) was the principal rite in most ancient pagan religions. This ceremony was
known to the Greeks as the Eukharista, and much revered.
Christ is the last of seventeen saviour-gods known to .history with many
almost identical stories attached to each,. Born of virgin mothers, only sons of
God, humble birthplace with star above for guiding wise men and shepherds,
local king orders the killing of babies, same birthday 25th December (winter
solstice; the days lengthen and the sun strengthens).
Killed by angry priests at Easter (spring eqUinox, time for everything to come
alive again). But most important, they were all reported to have been seen by
their followers after death: therefore proving that the gods did not eat the spirit
of the sacrificed victim. They had conquered death, and all their believers would
also have everlasting life.
Belief in a saviour-god is immoral, and has been the cause of untold misery,
as it does not matter what diabolical crime is committed; all one has to do to enter
heaven is ask your saviour-god's forgiveness and the slate will be wiped clean.
This is why it is so easy for a fanatical Christian to leave a bomb in a crowded
place or for the Argentine soldiers to behave so badly in the Falklands.
Remember, the recent massacre in Beirut was carried out by Christians. In
contrast; to this the ancient Greek, and our own philosophers, teach that we are
accountable for all our thoughts and actions.

"As we sow, so shall we reap."
Of all the moral codes of ethics that run through religions and philosophies,
this is by far the most important. It was accredited to Confucius. However, it does
not matter who said it first as it only reflects the law of nature. For every cause
there is an effect.

JESUS IS NOT A HISTORICAL CHARACTER
None of the prolific historians of the time mention Jesus. There is no
historical record of his birth, life or death. All the tales about him were written by
his followers years after he was supposed to have been killed.
The historian PHILO was born in 30 B.C. and died in A.D. 54. He lived in
Alexandria and took a great interest in Jewish affairs, contributing over a
hundred bOoks on the history of thought of his time.
He was particularly·interested in Jewish religious thought, and yet he makes
not a single mention of Jesus or any of his followers. This silence of Philo is proof,
if such is needed, that the gospel stories are composed mostly of mythS and
legends, which were evolved at a later date. If they had been history, Philo
would have been sure to have referred to Jesus, because what the gospels say
Jesus preached would have greatly interested him, and he would have been
enthusiastic to have found that the Messiah he was awaiting had actually come
to earth.
JOSEPHUS (A.D. 37-105) the historian does not mention Jesus. The only
small reference in his book 'Jewish Antiquities' is accepted by scholars as a
flagrant interpolation.
JUSTUS OF TIBERIAS who was born in Galilee about the time Jesus was
supposed to have been crucified, in his two works on the history of the Jews,
from the time of Moses to Agrippa " (A.D. 100) makes no mention of Jesus
anywhere.
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APPENDIX 1
This is part of a most important scientific report that appeared in the "Sunday
Times" on 13th December. 198 1:MEANWHILE. PHYSICISTS MAY BE WRONG
ABOUT NINE TENTHS OF THE UNIVERSE.
When physicists make mistakes they can be very big indeed. At the moment
they think they may have been wrong for 40 yea rs about the nature of nine
tenths of the universe. Their literally cosmic error - if that is what it proves to be
- centres on the sub-atomic particles called neutrinos, Until recently it had been
assumed that neutrinos had no mass. Now the scientists think, on the contrary,
neutrinos may account for all but one·tenth of the mass of our universe.
Not that the physicists are embarrassed . Indeed to those of them who are
particularly concerned with the ultimate nature of matter, the idea of a weighty
neutrino fits well with their current preoccupation; grand unification theories
which attempt to bring w ithin a common theoretical framework all the known
forces in nature. Astronomers, too, are attracted by the latest neutrino theory
because it could provide a solution to the "missing mass" puzzle about the
universe.
The evidence for the missing mass comes from observations of the motion of
distant galaxies and the stars in them. This motion can be accounted for under
the laws of gravity only if there is far more mass associated with each galaxy
than there is in the visible stars that comprise it. The missing mass must extend
well beyond the visible part of the gala xy; it is sometimes called the dark halo. All
methods of estimating it agree that it amounts to about 90 per cent of the total
mass in the universe. In other words the visible stars amount to only about 10 per
cent .... . Unfortunately, considering its new importance in cosmology. the mass of
the neutrino is proving very difficult to determine. Neutrinos are the most elusi ve
of all sub·atomic particles. Even if they do have mass, it is very small indeed; and
this. combined with their lack of an electric charge. means that they hardly ever
interact with ordinary matter. (A neutrino from the sun would stand a good
chance of penetrating a thickness of lead stretching to the nearest star without
hitting anything) This makes neutrino experiments extremely difficult and so far
attempts at measuring their mass have been inconclusive"." It may well be years
before the question is finally settled. In the meantime nine·tenths of the universe
remains missing without explanation.

APPENDIX (21
This Is a letter to the secretary of the Law Commission. dated 17th June.
1982:
Dear Sir.

Please find enclosed my paper entitled 'The Suppression of Knowledge"
together with my work on the sub-atomic particle called the neutrino. You will
see I have based my writing on the recommendation of ttie law Commission that
the common law offence of blasphemous libel be abolished or at least modified.
In the first "Mail on Sunday" one of our country's leading philosophers.
Professor A .J. Ayer. was reported to have described Christianity as morally
outrageous and intellectually contemptible.
It is nothing short of scandalous that our modern philosophers, who have
the accumulated knowledge of mankind, are denied access to the mass media.
They are only aI/owed to write books and lecture to small audiences.
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worshipped the saviour-god Dionysus. All Saul did was attribute the mythS
associated with this god to a non-historical wandering Jewish holy man, called
Jeshuah. whom he called Christ. (Jesus is a Greek translation of the common
Jewish name Jeshuah).
Arthu r Findlay says:'To confuse Jesus. the Jewish teacher and healer. with Christ. the pagan
saviour-god. is a gross historical blunder. Jesus was officially made into a god at
the Council of Nicaea in A.D. 325 . The second person in a trinity of gods."
Christian and non-Christian historians seem to agree that Saint Paul's epistles
are the earliest writings connected with Jesus, but Paul came onto the scene long
after the reported death of Jesus. There is no record of anything Paul wrote. The

Christian historian Paul Johnson, writing in his book 'A History of Christianity' in
1976 said that many epistles accredited to Paul are acknowledged as fakes.
Also:-

"Paul insisted he (Jesus) was God: it is the only thing about him which really
matters, otherwise the Pauline theology collapses. and with it Christianity."
Jesus and Christ cannot both be worshipped. One or the other must be
discarded. as what is attributed to Jesus is flatly contradicted by what is ascribed
to Christ. Throughout the entire New Testament run two diametrically opposite
opinions,
Christians continue to ignore a man called Jesus, just as Paul did. and
worship a theological Christ created by th e Christian Church fathers.
Jesus, according to the first chapter in the New Testament, was the son of
Joseph, His genealogical descent is given back to David. Christ is a virgin-barn
god, having no relationship whatever to Joseph.
Jesus was born of a Jewish family, lived a Jew and died a Jew. He never
founded a church or a religion. Christ stands for churchianity. theology.
monasteries, convents and cathedrals.
Jesus taught that the Kingdom of Heaven is within us; we have to work out
our own salvation. Christ stands for the shedding of blood, without which there
is no remission of sins.
Jesus disdained riches. He lived a life of poverty and great simplicity. Christ
represents papal crowns. pomp and ceremony.
To Jesus are attributed the words "Honour thy father and thy mother."
Christ is responsible for teaching hatred of one's family.
(Luke 14.26)
Jesus shows his con.tempt for the priesthood. Then and now. it spreads false
doctrines. It is more concerned to defend a hoary tradition than follow the
moving light of new insights and understanding. Christ stands for an army of
priests and parsons.
Jesus stands for harmony, kindness and the relief of suffering. Christ is
responsible for advocating the killing of all unbelievers.
(Luke 19.27)
Jesus stands for the unity of mankind. Christ stands for dissension,
conflicting beliefs and sects. These create bigots who are blindly and obstinately
devoted to their sect. Northern Ireland stands as a striking example of the hatred
between two sects of Christianity. They hate each other because they cannot
agree concerning the meaning of the dogma for which Christ stands.
The word Christ has a savage history; it simply means 'the anOinted one '.
The earlier saviour-gods, connected with ancestor worship. were covered in oil
to make them cook and taste better for their followers to eat. It then being the
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earliest history of Christian dogma, not that of the life of Jesus, of the latter they
tell us absolutely nothing. There is not the slightest doubt that Jesus never
uttered the discourses attributed to him by the gospels. They are artificial
compositions. Even the Sermon on the Mount is no exception to this rule."
If this was the opinion of one man it would hardly be worth quoting, but it is
the conclusion of every unbiased researcher who has ever made a deep study of
the subject. These men and women have been denied access to the mass media,
and this includes the national press, for reasons that are now becoming clear.
They have only been able to write books and lecture to small audiences.
Scientists like Carl Sagan are eager to share their knowledge of the
treatment that their early pioneers received from the religious, power hungry
fanatics. This was made clear on television, and he writes in 'Cosmos':'The last scientist who worked in the library (of Alexandria) was a
mathematician, astronomer, physicist and head of the Neoplatonic school of
philosophy. An extraordinary range of accomplishments for any individual in
any age. Her name was Hypatia. She was born in Alexandria in 370 A.D. At a
time when women had few options and were treated as property.... The
growing Christian Church was consolidating its power and attempting to
eradicate pagan influence and culture. Hypatia stood at the epicenter of these
mighty social forces.
"Cyril, the Archbishop of Alexandria, despised her because of her close
friendship with the Roman governor, and because she was a symbol of learning
and science, which were largely identified by the early Church with paganism. In
great danger, she continued to teach and publish, until, in the year 415, on her
way to work she was set upon by a fanatical mob of Cyril's parishioners. They
dragged her from her chariot, tore off her clothes, and, armed with abalone
shells, flayed her flesh from her bones. Her remains were burned, her works
obliterated, her name forgotten. Cyril was made a saint."
This was not an isolated incident but one small part of a vast programme of
genocide, skilfully organized and executed, that was to last right up to the
nineteenth century.
Pagan means 'country people' because logically the people who lived in the
country were the last to be forced to accept the new all-embracing religion. The
derogatory term 'paganism' has had the desired effect of making people imagine
Wild, grovelling, painted savages but then they must include Pythagoras and
Eratosthenes, the man who proved the earth was round over one thousand five
hundred years before the Renaissance scientists, Is it any wonder historians and
scientists are getting angry now that they realize how the truth is still withheld
from the vast majority of people?
The definition of Pagan in the dictionary is heathen; unenlightened. Hypatia,
Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Vergil etc. are all classed as unenlightened. This
amounts to deliberate deception by the Establishment.
How can educated people, living in the latter half of the twentieth century,
believe the incredible, supernatural stories invented by men living two thousand
years ago? At the Council of Trent in 1545 it was decided that women had souls,
but only by a majority of three votes. If the Renaissance clergy were this stupid,
what must they have been like in the first few centuries of the Christian era?
A man called Saul of Tarsus (Saint Paul) said he saw a ghost on the road to
Damascus; So what? People are reporting such events every day and are not
believed. Why should we believe this man 5aul of TarsLLs? The people of Tarsus
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Until this law is modified the people of this country only have access to the
conclusions of ancient simpletons masquerading under the Christian religion. I
am sure you will agree this is a ludicrous state of affairs and is no doubt the
reason why the Law Commission recommended that this law should be
abolished in the first place.
Yours faithfully
Michael Roll
The secretary of the Law Commission, Mr, R.H. Streeten, thanked me for
sending a copy of my paper together with my work on neutrinos. He said he had
read the papers with interest and noted that I agreed with the proposed
abolition of the common law offence of blasphemous libel.

APPENDIX (3)
Professor A. Morton, of Bristol University, asked the following question:"If as you'say, the mind is made up of such an elusive particle as the neutrino
how is it that the mind can react so easily with physical matter?"

Professor A. Morton
Dept. of Philosophy
University of Bristol

22nd October, 1982

Dear Professor Morton,
You raise an excellent point with regard to neutrinos. The mind and the
etheric body, which consists of neutrinos (or neutrino-like particles) are
temporarily housed in physical matter; this is hdw the mind can react to the
physical universe. The etheric body isjolned to the physical body by a cord. Once
this cord is broken, it is impossible to return to the physical body. This is the true
definition of clinical death, People on life support machines are stili attached by
the cord. They are literally hanging onto life.
Psychical researchers do not think the neutrino is the be all and end all,
perhaps just an advanced guard. But at last it has made the physical scientists
admit that there could be a vast universe that is beyond our physical senses. This
is why I am so excited.
Please keep my enclosed booklet 'The Suppression of Knowledge', You will
see I have the backing of the 1979 Nobel Laureate for physiCS, Professor A. Salam.
Yours sincerely
Michael Roll

APPENDIX (4)
This sincere plea to the Spiritualists to sever all connections with
ancient superstition was sent to the "Psychlc News" In May 1982 but not
published.
I feel that Spiritualism is at a crossroads in its history: Very shortly a crucial
decision will have to be made.
Are we to carryon pretending that Arthur Findlay did not exist In order not
to upset the Christian Spiritualists, or are we to throw ourselves behind the
scientific psychical researchers?
If we continue to ignore the monumental strides that have been made in
education and in the scientific world in the last twenty years, an opportunity will
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have been lost to prove to milli~ns that there Is life after the death of the physical
body. AI~ the time we are still aligned with ancient superstition; no intellfgent,
educated people will take anything we say seriously. They can understand the
Idea of a man like Jesus trying to knock some sense Into ignorant people, but
mention the word Christ or only Son of God and we are finished. The
magnificent work of our early pioneers, against the fierce and successful
opposition from the Establishment, will have been in vain.
In the first "Mall on Sunday" the philosopher, Professor A.J. Ayer, was
reported to have described Christianity as:"Morally outrageous and intellectually contemptible."
It is interesting to compare this with the kind approach of the masters. Silver
Birch and others, who speak through their mediums, have gently shown the
folly and danger of worshipping man-made gods. This is what Silver Birch says
about Jesus:"He is not the Nazarene of the Ch~rches, exalted into a deified place, but a
great spirit who strives still to serve through many lnstruments."
Now is the time to break completely from the Christian religion. Because the
Christians were responsible for killing millions of people the word Christ is as
offensive to students of philosophy as Nazism.
Arthur Findlay's history of mankind, "The Curse of Ignorance", was banned
from our schools and universities but not Paul Johnson's "A History of
Christianity" (' 976). This horror story confirms all Findlay's facts and proves that
the Christian religion, Invented by the early Church fathers, is the greatest curse
ever to hit this planet. When a non-historical Jewish holy man was officially
turned Into another anointed, pagan savlour-god (Christ) at the Council of
Nlcaea in A.D. 325., the world was plunged Into the Dark Ages and education
was totally destroyed until the Invention of printing in the fifteenth century. Also
Carl Sagan in his television programme "Cosmos" told millions the truth of how
the Christians killed the teachers and destroyed their work and libraries.
The priests have fought with all their might to oppose education, because
they knew that once the masses could read and write it wQ.uld be the end_ of
their supernatural religion. This is the sole reason why compulsory primary
education only dates from '876 and secondary education from '902.
Last year there were many complaints about the first three Victorian
principles of Spiritualism. If we fall to alter these, we can forget all about
attracting educated, influential people.
,.

The Fatherhood of God. This makes the unknown power in the
universe that creates galaxies and puts life onto planets sound like big
daddy Idi Amin.

2.

The Brotherhood of Man. This is much too masculine. The unity of
mankind sounds better. With this In mind it is interesting to note that it
was not until '545 at the Council of Trent that the Christians recognized
that women had souls - but only by a majority of three votesl

3.

The Communion of Spirits and the Ministry of Angels.
Surely this should now read:Communication with People Living In the Etherlc World through
Mediums.
The other principles are still applicable today.
I realize that what I have written will upset many people who have not
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THE SUPPRESSION OF KNOWLEDGE
That natural law in the universe of cause and effect has started another
revolution. A revolution so quiet that as yet hardly anyone is aware of it.
The first breakthrough came in , 98' , when the law Commission
recommended that the common law offence of Blasphemous LIbel should be
abolished. It is because of this law that millions are still kept in ignorance of the
past. Until now any criticism of the Christian religion, however true, has been
almost completely eliminated from the mass media.
The truth, however much it is suppressed, must eventuany surface. Over the
years many brave men and women have tried to tell it, but not until now has
there been a significant breakthrough. The B.B.C. have allowed a thirteen-part
serial called 'Cosmos' to be shown on television. This, together with a best-selling
book, has now made clear to millions all over the world, beyond any doubt, that
the so-called Establishment have concealed known historical facts from being
freely available to the majority of people.
It proves conclusively what modern historians have known for many years,
that it was the Christians who were solely responsible for plunging the world
into the Dark Ages. Many of the Christian Saints and historical Greats, but
thankfully with some notable exceptions, were ignorant, evil, homicidal maniacs:
in exactly the same mould as the Pol Pot regime in Cambodia, but unfortunately
on a gigantic scale and totally successful. Every man, woman and child who
dared to challenge any aspect of the new State Religion of the Roman Empire
was brutally dealt with. Every library and college of learning was closed and
every non-Christian book destroyed, until eventually' the Christian priests were
the only people able to read and write. Not even our early kings had this
privilege. In the land of the ignorant, the man who can read and write is king.
The B.B.C. has also shown
television series called 'The Borglas' (Pope
Alexander VI, '492-' 503). Millions of people have been shocked as they
watched this terrible story unfold before their eyes. So many Imagined the Popes
of old to be similar to the kind men that have held office in recent years. If only
this were so. Many were much worse than Alexander VI. Pope Innocent '"
(' '98-' 2' 6) and many others were responsible for the most appalling crimes.
These evil men ruled the known wurld as dictators with the same power as any
Roman Emperor.
When Rome fell to the Christian Visigoths (A.D 4' 0) they did not destroy
any churches. They fell at the feet of Pope Innocent I, worshipping him as God's
representative on earth. The light of knowledge was extinguished from
Christendom. Superstition took the place of the pursuit of knowledge. Ignorance
and corruption reigned supreme for a thousand years.
What follows is an attempt to highlight the main points of the research
carried out by the modern philosopher Arthur Findlay, who died in the '96O's.

a

THERE IS NO SUCH THING AS THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION. THE WHOLE
EDIFICE IS A PRIESTLY INVENTION. SCHOLARS HAVE FAILED COMPLETELY TO
FIND ONE IOTA OF ORIGINAL THOUGHT. EVERY SINGLE ITEM WAS COPIED
FROM MUCH OLDER RELIGIONS AND PHILOSOPHIES.
At first sight this statement seems outrageous, Just as stupid as Copernicus's
theory that the sun does not travel round the earth every day. But in history, as
in nature, things are very often completely opposite to what they seem.
Guignbert, Professor of History of Christianity at the Sorbonne, Paris, in his
work 'Jesus', which he published In '935, remarks:.
"All that can be legitimately sought for In the gospels is the material of the
3

Fourthly, in January 1982 the world's foremost authority on neutrinos,
Professor F. Reines, of the university of California, featured on the B.B.C. radio
programme 'Science Now'. As a young man he was a member of Dr.
Oppenheimer's team working on the first atomic bomb. For the past thirty years
he has been working on neutrinos and in his own words:"The final outcome of this research will boggle the mind."
Finally, on Monday 22nd March 1982 the physicist and Nobel prize winner
Professor Abdus Salam appeared on the B.B.C. television science programme
'Im~gined Worlds'. He has carried out twenty years' research on neutrinos and
he also made it very clear that there is now a revolution taking place in scientific
thinking.
Incredibly, the philosopher and psychical researcher Arthur Findlay
anticipated this discovery in 1931. In his book 'On the Edge of the Etheric' he
shows, by diagrams, that proof of life after death will eventually come from
within the atom.
The discovery of this new particle in the atom could prove to be the most
exciting scientific breakthrough in the history of mankind. It will now force the
scientists to embrace the evidence of the psychical researchers, as Patrick Moore
has done. Millions will now have proof that there is no such thing as death; that
our 'dead' loved ones are very much alive and living on a different plane of
existence, inhabiting a world that is as solid to them as ours is to us.
The paradox here is that this discovery proves the ancient prophets were not
all that wide of the mark. The terrible mistake they made was to think they were
in touch with God or the gods. We now know they were only speaking to
people who once lived on earth, some good people, hence the many high ethical
teachings contained in 'holy' books, but unfortunately they were also in touch
with people who were just as prejudiced or evil as when they were on earth.
Joan of Arc is a good example. She was in touch with French patriots in the next
world who told her how to get rid of the hated English.
The implications of this wonderful discovery are awe-inspiring. By far the
most important development, when this knowledge begins to dawn on more
people, will be the dramatic effect it will have on everyone's behaviour. People
will quickly realize that our short stay on earth is for one purpose only, to learn
lessons and therefore develop our character; that we are accountable for every
single thought and action; as we sow, so shall we reap. Our environment in the
next world depends on how we have behaved in this world. Dying is as natural
as being born, we all pass into the same world whether we like it or not. There Is

no special place reserved for ChrIstians or members of any other sect. There
are no SOCial strata or racial barrIers. All graduate to the level we have
earned by the development of our characters. (This passage was underlined
by Professor Salam when he returned my work.)
Other far more illustrious pens than mine have written many books on this
subject. The purpose of writing my paper 'The Suppression of Knowledge' is not
to try and convert anybody, but to bring to people's attention the existence of
this knowledge. To accept or reject a theory about anything, whether it is
scientific, religious or political, is the ultimate in freedom. But what I do care very
deeply about is that everyone should have the opportunity to accept or reject the
findings of the psychic sCientists.
FROM THE FACTS PRESENTED IN MY PAPER, IT IS OBVIOUS THAT
POWERFUL PEOPLE WITH VESTED INTERESTS ARE STILL STOPPING THIS
INFORMATION FROM BEING FREELY AVAILABLE TO THE MAJORITY OF
PEOPLE.
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bothered to find out the truth or have been denied access to it. This is why I have
referred to Silver Birch, His teachings are sublime, and unlike the words
accredited to the master, Jesus, they have not been tampered with over the
centuries by religious fanatics.
We are now well into the scientific age. There is nothing the scientists will
discover that will crossthe laws of nature. Therefore those of us who have been
lucky enough to study psychic science are looking forward to the future with
great excitement.

APPENDIX (51
The following passage was brought to my attention on the very day that I
had arranged to meet one of the most influential churchmen in Great Britain.
Expecting a slanging match, I was astonished to find that we were in almost total
accord.

From the Autobiography of "Ena Twigg, Medium" (1973):
By far the most important event of that entire eventful year of 1967
was the extraordinary prophecy given to us by my great spirit teacher,
Philip. I must explain that Philip is not a guide. On the Other Side there
are highly evolved entities who come to us to teach, to help us evolve
spiritually, and sometimes to impart to us the plans that are in
preparation in their world for our world. Teachers like Philip are never
involved in bringing evidence of survival or of the departed loved ones
of sitters. We love our teacher dearly, and many learned and advanced
people - scholars, Clergy, government leaders - have come to our
home to listen to Philip. Of course, I am always in a trance, but we have
many recordings and transcriptions of his lectures.
What I am about to relate too~ place in October. I was in a trance,
and a small group of people was gathered in our home. Philip told us
that the Other Side had perfected their plan and was ready to bring it
into operation.
"We are going to make an all-out effort to reach the orthodox
churches," Philip told us. 'We are starting on the Church of Rome, and
within the space of a year you will see the Church of Rome split in twain
with many conflicts."
"Then we are going to start on all the other organized religions,
and we are prepared to shake the very mortar between the stones of
the buildings to let out the dogma and the ritual and to let in a new light
that we have lost of love, truth, humanity, and compassion."
Well, the people in our group thought this prophecy was utterly
too far out.... they couldn't believe it, particularly about the plan
starting with the Church of Rome. At the end of his revelation about the
future of the Church, Philip concluded with a statement that "Ena is
going to speak in Southwark Cathedral."
When they played the tape back to me, I said 'Well, this really is
something, No woman has ever spoken in a cathedral before." We did
not have to wait very long to see Philip's prophecy about the Church
come to pass - the conflict did indeed seem to start in the Church of
Rome and spread to other denominations. And it would seem that the
plan is still operating.
The other part of the prophecy - that I would "speak in
Southwark Cathedral" - also came to pass, but not for three years.
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APPENDIX (6)

HAVE THE NUCLEAR PHYSICISTS

The following are the seventeen slain savlour-gods listed by Arthur Findlay
and known to history. Believed by their followers to have lived and died for the
sins of the world.

DISCOVERED THE
ETHERIC WORLD?

Osiris
(Egypt)
1,700 B.C.
Bel
(Babylon)
1,200 B.C.
Atys
(Phrygia)
1,170 B.C.
Themmuz
(Syria)
1,160 B.C.
Dionysus
(Greece)
1,100 B.C.
Krishna
(India)
1,000 B.C.
Hesus
(Europe)
834 B.C.
Indra
(Thibet)
725 B.C.
Bali
(Asia)
725 B.C.
lao
(Nepaul)
622 B.C.
Alcestis
(Pherae)
600 B.C.
Ouexalcote
(Mexico)
587 B.C.
Wittoba
(Travancore)
552 B.C.
Prometheus
(Greece)
547 B.C.
Ouirinus
(Rome)
506 B.B.
Mithra
(Persia)
400 B.C.
Christ
(Rome)
325 A.D.
In all, the number of god-men known to religious history comes to thirtyfour, and, of these, seventeen became saviours, around whose lives a story was
told similar to the one told about Jesus. AI/ saviour-gods were elevated by their
fol/owers to be gOd-men on earth and saviours and mediators in heaven. Most
were believed to be born of virgin mothers. All died to save us from sin. All were
reported to have been seen after death. Some of the beliefs surrounding the
earlier gods are identical to the Christian story. So much so that Christian
missionaries in the eighteenth century thought the natives had heard the stories
of Christ before. Indeed they had.

Have you noticed that the starving masses in Ethiopia are wearing crosses?
Ethiopia was an Italian colony. These poor, simple natives have been brainwashed by highly intellfgent, well educated Jesuit priests to think that it is a
mortal sin against their God to take precautions against having children that they
cannot afford to feed. Cardinal Basil Hume, the head of the Roman Catholic
Church in Great Britain, has recently returned from Ethiopia. Let's hope he now
has second thoughts about this evil doctrine.
Half the population of Ethiopia are Coptic Christians. These are arguably the
original Catholic Christian killers. Their 'great' leader, Bishop Alexander, was the
victor over Arlus at the Council of Nlcaea In A.D. 325, w~ere the Catholic (aI/embracing) Christian religion was formulated and accepted as the official religion
of the Roman Empire. The other 'great' leader of the Copts was Archbishop Cyril.
Remember, he was the lunatic responsible for murdering Hypatia and burning
her library at Alexandria together with Its priceless contents. Cyril Is still a famous
'Saint'.
The Copts even have their own Pope, Shenuda III. The Egyptians havejust released
him from detention, where he has been held since 1981, for stirring up hatred between
Christians and other priestly victims. Just par for the course.
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While writing this paper, 'The Suppression of Knowledge', a remarkable
sequence of e.vents occurred which I feel will eventually lead to the elusive
scientific proof of life after death.
Psychical researchers are people with enquiring minds, who have not been
put off by the ridicule of so-called experts. Every person who has made a serious
investigation into their claims has known that sooner or later the scientists would
be able to prove that there is no such thing as death. However, even the
psychical researchers have been taken by surprise at the rapid advance made by
the nuclear physicists over the past thirty years.
The great scientific breakthrough came in 1933 when Pauli predicted that
there may well be particles In the atom other than the proton, neutron and
electron. A new particle cal/ed the neutrino was not actually discovered until
1956. It is solely because of the neutrino that the physicists and astronomers have
now been able to look seriously at the seemingly outrageous claims put forward
by Sir William Crookes and Sir Oliver Lodge. At the beginning of this century
they deduced that we have two bodies, one we see, called the physical body,
and one containing the mind that we are unable to see or feel with our physical
senses. This is because the atoms that make up this second body are moving at
tremendous speeds and It is therefore invisible. The stumbling block has always
been the make-up of this second body known as the etheric body, sometimes
called the soul or spirit body. Also scientists could not equate the reports that
'ghosts' could effortlessly pass through matter. It is just not possible for the
previously known particles in the atom to behave in this manner,
The first Indication I had that the physicists may have discovered the 'next
world' was while reading Carl Sagan's best-selling book 'Cosmos'. Page 230
featured details about the neutrino. It was the fact that it could pass effortlessly
through matter that really caught my attention. Until now anti-psychic critics
have always had the upper hand because there was no physical evidence to
back up the empirical claims put forward by the psychical researchers.
The second clue I had that the scientists were onto something big was when
the astronomer Patrick Moore wrote to the edito~ of 'Psychic News' indicating
that he was reading psychic science. I concluded that no leading scientists would
dare to commit themselves unless they could, at last, offer proof. Too many
reputations have been ruined in the past by fierce and vitriolic opposition from
other scientists and churchmen.
The third, and most exciting, confirmation came on 13th December 1981 in
the "Sunday Times" when their science correspondent wrote that the physicists
could have been wrong for forty years about the make-up of the universe. It
appears that nine-tenths of the universe could consist of invisible mass. When
we look through a telescope at our galaxy, the Milky Way, or at a distant galaxy,
we are only seeing one-tenth of the stars or mass. The atoms that make up the
other stars and planets are moving at such incredible speeds that they are
Invisible to our eyes. This fits in perfectly with the evidence for the missing mass
theory. The motion of distant galaxies and the stars in them can only be
accounted for under the laws of gravity if there is far more mass associated with
each galaxy than there is in the visible stars that comprise it.

INTRODUCTION
Professor A. Salam is Nobel Laureate for physics 1979
Professor A. Salam
26th May, 1982
do Science Now
B.B.C.
Dear Professor Salam,
What do you think of ~he following quotation?
"All recent scientific discoveries are tending more and more to show us that the
universe includes unsensed forces, which in turn operate on unsensed
substance, and that the universe Is Infinitely greater than our physical senses
can comprehend."
Not bad for 1935. This was taken from Arthur Findlay's "The Unfolding
Universe". Findlay's first book, 'On the Edge of the Etheric' (1931), scientifically
explains how we all survive the death of our physical bodies. Making it clear that
proof will eventually come from within the atom.
Please find enclosed my notes on neutrinos and Arthur Findlay. Would you
please return them in the enclosed pre-paid envelope? Any observations from
you would be much appreciated.
Yours sincerely
Michael Roll
Professor Salam replied:Thank you for your letter. I agree, physics reveals phenomena at which the
Abdus Salam
mind truly boggles.
On 16th January 1982 BBC 2 showed' a remarkable documentary on
Thomas Paine. 'The Most Valuable Englishman Ever'. He was, indeed, arguably
one of the greatest men who ever lived. His mighty pen paved the way for the
abolition of slavery; universal suffrage, especially equality for women; liberty
within a democratically elected government; a welfare state, and by his inspired
writing he did more than anybody else to cause the American and the French
revolutions. Yet hardly anybody in Britain has ever heard of him. This is because
he has been written out of our history books. He is a historical pariah, because in
1793 he wrote 'The Age of Reason'. He told the truth, and blew the whistle on
the priests. He dared to question the supernatural belief that the Creator of the
universe sent his only Son to earth nearly 2,000 years ago.
The hatred of this good man still runs so deep that the 'Daily Telegraph' did
not leave it to their television critic to report on this programme. On 23rd
January they made a vicious attack on Tom Paine in a full editorial. This did the
trick as this superb programme has not yet been repeated (Oct. 1988). However,
Sir Richard Attenborough is now making a film on Thomas Paine. The truth will
be told.
"If we weigh up the comfort and consolation Christianity gave to the
ignorant multitude against the mountain of misery which was caused by its
loosely defined and unethical beliefs, we realise more than ever the tragedy
which came upon humanity when Greek philosophy and the enlightened
Roman educational system were liquidated by the Christian Church in the 5th
century, and the old Paganism, under the Christian name, was tightly fastened
on Europe"
.
Arthur Findlay 'The Curse of Ignorance' J 947.

POSTSCRIPT
At the beginning of this booklet I asked the question, how can educated
people believe the outrageous stories told by the priests down the centuries?
I was given the answer to this question by the B.B.C. on Monday October
4th 1982. In the final programme of the series about hypnosis it was proved,
beyond any doubt, that a hypnotist can implant a totally false suggestion in a
victim's mind. The particular subject featured was tested using strict scientific
safeguards and was prepared to swear in court that she had actually
experienced something that did not happen. This experiment was so dramatic
that it has forced the British and United States judiciary to impose stringent
safeguards or to ban entirely the appearance of hypnotised witnesses in court.
If a hypnotist can implant something that is incorrect into a person's mind in
a few minutes, just think what can be achieved over a number of years starting
from birth. The programme also made it clear that anybody can become a
hypnotist.
Priests, Ayatollahs, Commissars, are highly successful professional
hypnotists. Mercifully there are certain people who cannot be hypnotised: these
are the dissidents and heretics. One of the most famous is the scientist and
contempory of Galileo, Giordano Bruno. Unlike Galileo he did not break under
torture and treated the Christian priests with contempt. He was burnt alive in
1600.
My friends say to me, that even though religion has caused appalling misery,
it has also given comfort to millions. I answer that in no way do I wish to
interfere with people who obtain comfort from believing in anything, whether it
is Father Christmas, Robin Hood or Walt Disney all rolled into one, but until the
Government acts on the recommendation of the Law Commission, that the
common law offence of blasphemous libel is abolished, our scientists and
philosophers will continue to be denied access to the mass media.
Nobody wants religious broadcasting abolished, just the case against clearly
stated. That's freedom.

I have a letter dated 17th August 1984 from the secretary of the greatest
scientific establishment in the world, 'The Royal Society', confirming that they
have a long standing policy, dating from the 17th century, not to lipset the
priests by:"Meddling in divinity and metaphysics."
The majority of scientists are quite happy to go along with this 17th century
pact, because these new discoveries within the atom will make them look just as
stupid as the priests if the general public should ever find out the truth.
The historians, psychologists and humanist philosophers are also only too
pleased to go along with this most convenient arrangement for the same reason
as the scientists. There is also the very good reason that nobody, especially
academics, likes to admit that they are all the victims of a gigantic confidence
trick. - The great religious hoax.
"There is one thing stronger than all the armies of the world, and that is an idea
whose time has come."
-Voltaire.
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Memo to Professor Abdus Salam.
6th May, 1988
People are now referring to the subatomic explanation of survival after death as
"Michael Roll's theory". This is ludicrous, and is the direct result of what happens when
pseudo-scientists and their powerful, religious allies get together to make sure that
uncomfortable scientific discoveries never come to the attention of the general public.
Michael Roll

As fantastic as it may sound, the "new physics" called quantum mechanics posits
that there exists, side by side with thi~ world, another world, a parallel universe, a
duplicate copy that is somehow slightly different and yet the same. And not just two
parallel worlds, but three, four, and even more. No less than an infinite number of them.
In each of these universes, you, I, and all the others who live, have lived, will live, will
have ever lived, are alive.
Professor Fred Alan Wolf, Dept. of Physics, San Diego State University. 'Mind and
the New Physics' 1985.
If something happens then it must come under the discipline of physics, chemistry
and mathematics, not religion or psychology. If this simple fact is ever placed before the
general public then some very powerful Establishment people are going to be exposed
as frauds or gullible fools.
Michael Roll
Silver Birch, speaking from the etheric dimensions, gives a warning to all priests
who put selfish interests before bringing enlightenment to mankind.
"There are many to whom pride and arrogance, possessions and wealth are more
important than what is the truth. When you have become part of a system, you are
enmeshed in it, it holds you in its chains. You seek to paralyse your reason by repeating
old shibboleths. The next world is pergatory to those who have perpetuated a system
of error and superstition. Each must undo the wrong that he has done."
"It is interesting to note that so many scientists, who for years have turned deaf
ears and blind eyes to the whole realm of spiritual activity, now, in their examination of
the world of matter, are beginning to realise that its secrets are to be discovered in
vibrations. "
Silver Birch

The big worry about brainwashed Christians holding high office in Parliament, the
judiciary and the police etc., is that if these people can be so gullible as to fall for such
outrageous, dangerous and divisive, supernatural fairy stories as stone cold facts, then
how can we trust their judgement on important matters of State? Victims of priestcraft
who seriously believe that an ancient book has divine authority, and that a Jewish
teacher who lived 2,000 years ago is the creator of the universe, have obviously had
their brains scrambled and are therefore incapable of reasoning in a rational manner.
Preventing uncomfortable scientific and historical facts from coming to the attention of
the general public is no longer a question of "The Curse of Ignorance", it is now "The
Curse of Vested Interests."
Michael Roll. 28.1 1.88.

PREFACE
This booklet sets out the case for the abolition of the common law offence of
blasphemous libel, as recommended by the Law Commission in 1981 . All the time
this antiquated law Is on the Statute Book, the facts presented here will be kept
from the majority of the people. This Is contrary to everything that this country
now stands for. Therefore a copy will be sent to every Member of Parliament and
two thousand people who have access to the mass media.
The wonders that science has revealed about the Cosmos over the past 150
years are far greater than anything that came from the imaginations of our
ignorant ancestors.
The nuclear physicists, the astronomers, the naturalists and the psychical
researchers are now as one. Together they will eventually change the way
people think and behave throughout the world.
These recent scientific discoveries show that all the world's religions came
about as a result of our ancestors misunderstanding and therefore
misinterpreting natural scientific phenomena, nearly always with disastrous
consequences.

Paradoxically, Jesus comes out of this re~rt with colours flying, as one
of the many outstanding people who have tried to place mankind on the
path of righteousness.
To mislead people when the motive is pure is forgivable and excusable. To
deliberately mislead people, after gaining knowledge, is unforgivable and
inexcusable.
There is no greater crime in the cosmos than to deliberately indoctrinate
young trusting minds with false teachings for selfish ends. From this one crime
stems all crime. The perpetra~ors of this evil deed will pay a terrible price when
they pass from this world. We have to look no farther than Northern Ireland and
the Middle East for confirmation of this.

"Recognise that it is not always easy to abandon the teaching received in

childhood, when the mind was plastic and impressionable and accepted without
question what was given to it. Gradually these theological ideas become part of
the warp and weft of the subconscious mind, are embedded in its depths, and an
individual .finds it almost impossible to rid himself of them.
"Be patient. There was a time when all of us had ideas which we believed,
but later wisdom. made us abandon them. After all, none of us has attained the
summit of perfection; to do so will require eternity. Be tolerant. Help them. Do
not argue with them; that gets nowhere. In such discussion, as the poet said,
they leave by the same door by which they came in.
"Be patient with those who cannot see further than their theological noses.
Time will work its will with them ..... "
Silver Birch 'Light from Silver Birch' 1983.
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" . .. I find myself very largely at one with you . . . the main
substance of your criticisms is obviously sound and something
that quite a number of us have said from within the Christian
Church from time to time ... and I would entirely agree that there
is no hope for the Churches unless they try to get back to what
their Founder taught."
The Rt. Rev. Dr. John Baker, Bishop of Salisbury.

"But I suffer not a woman to teach, nor to usurp
authority over the man, but to be in silence."

St. Paul. Timothy-I, 2:12.
Now we can understand why women have always
received such a raw deal from the Christians. Even today
some seemingly intelligent people seriously believe that this
rubbish is the word of their God.
"Slaves be obedient to your masters."
St. Paul. Ephesians 6:5, Titus 2:9.

Word of God, my foot. More like the word of an evil
priest who happened to own many slaves.
Pope Gregory the Great (590-604) was the largest slaveowner in Europe.
"In 1934 Hitler had a meeting with the Roman Catholic
priests, Bishop Berning and Monsignor Steinmann. He
explained to them that he was only going to do to the Jews,
but more effectively, what the Church of Rome had been
attempting for so many centuries."
John Toland "Adolf Hitler" 1976.
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I would like to make it clear that the sub-atomic
explanation for so-called psychic phenomena is
nothing to do with me.
It was first hinted at by the brilliant Greek
physicists over 2,000 years ago and later taken up
by Sir William Crookes, Sir Oliver Lodge, Art hur
Findlay and a host of others at the beginning of this
century I am only the messenger of their suppressed
work.
These pioneers of nuclear physics have now
been completely vindicated by recent, revolutionary
discoveries.
We now have giant " microscopes" - ' subatomic partitle accelerators - costing billions of
dollars, We now know that we are made of the same
stuff that our television signals are made of invisible light waves.
Our physical universe is simply operating on a
certain
wavelength.
Sometimes
we
get
" interference" (communication) from people in
other wavelengths, At last we now have a rational,
scientific explanation to account for all the" ghost"
st ories down through the ages, Our ancestors knew
nothing about sub-atomic physics. They misunderstood and therefore misinterpreted natural,
scientific phenomena.
"The theory of the existence of an infinite
number of parallel universes . . . is gaining
overwhelming acceptance among physicists."
Adrian Berry, Science Correspondent,
Daily Telegraph
Michael Roll
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WE ARE IN THIS WORLD. BUT WE ARE NOT OF IT.
WE COME FROM. AND WILL RETURN TO. THE VAST
UNSEEN UNIVERSE THAT THE NUCLEAR PHYSICISTS
HAVE RECENTLY DISCOVERED. THE SAME UNIVERSE
THAT THE PSYCHICAL RESEARCHERS HAVE KNOWN
ABOUT FOR OVER ONE HUNDRED YEARS.
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, This booklet has the backing of the 1979 Nobel Laureate for Physics
Professor A . Salam. He says:-

•
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" I hope your book is published. It's much needed - as much against
Christian as Muslim priests. How marvellous Bertrand Russell was to w rite on this
subject."
Would this great scientist. back me if he thought I w as messing about with
the supernatural7 PSYCHIC SCIENCE IS A LEGITIMATE BRANCH OF PHYSICS,
EXAGLY AS THE EARLY PIONEERS, SIR WIWAM CROOKES AND SIR OLIVER
LODGE,ALWAYS SAID IT WAS.
Unfortunately too many people In high places have too much to lose if the

... ------

continues.
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